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Abstract

Minimization in circumscription has focussed
on minimizing the extent of a set of pred-
icates (with or without priorities among
them), or of a formula. Although most
circumscription formalisms allow varying of
functions and other constants, no formalism
to the best of our knowledge minimized func-
tions. In this paper we introduce and moti-
vate the notion of value minimizing a func-
tion in circumscription. In value minimizing
we do not minimize the extent of the func-
tion; rather we minimize the value of the
function. We show how Lifschitz's nested ab-
normality theories can be used to do value
minimization.

1 Introduction

In this paper we deal with the circumscription of
terms in default theories for knowledge representa-
tion. While circumscription of predicates minimizes
their extent, we describe circumscription of terms as
minimizing the interpretation of terms w.r.t. a given
weight of objects in the domain.

To the best of our knowledge minimization in circum-
scription has focussed on minimizing the extent of a
set of predicates (with or without priorities among
them) [Grosof, 1991, Lifschitz, 1993], or of a formula
[McCarthy, 1986]. Also, although minimization of
functions is not ruled out, we did not �nd examples
that dealt with minimizing functions. Most circum-
scription formalisms do allow varying of functions and
other constants while circumscribing though.

To visualize our goal, consider a database of employees
containing the relation

Employee(emp id; emp name; salary)

The logical counterpart of this database is a �rst-order

axiomatization with Closed World Assumption, e.g.
with circumscription of the predicate Employee. That
is, the extent of the predicate Employee is minimal
compatible with the constraints.

Now suppose we would like to add additional informa-
tion that the employer tries his best to minimize the
salary of each of his employees. To formalize this we
need axioms that will allow us to prefer models of the
theory where employees get paid lesser. For example,
let us assume that the employees in our database are
John and Mike with 100 and 200 as their correspond-
ing emp id. Now suppose our theory has two models:

M1 = f Employee(100; John; 30000);
Employee(200;Mike; 40000)g

M2 = f Employee(100; John; 35000);
Employee(200;Mike; 43000)g

The employer will of course prefer M1 over M2. The
goal of this paper is to formalize the minimization used
in the above example where M1 is minimal among the
set of models fM1;M2g.

The formalization of the above example includes the
constraint that an employee has a unique salary and a
unique name. Hence, we can intuitively view the above
minimization as minimizing a function Fsal that maps
employee ids into salaries. Notice, however, that we
are not minimizing the extent of the function1, rather
we are minimizing the value of the function.

Recently in [Baral et al., 1996a], we have discussed
the relationship between speci�cations in the action
description language L [Baral et al., 1996b] and cir-
cumscriptive theories. There we were faced with the
minimization of a particular term, sit map(SN ), that
mapped the current-situation symbol SN onto a se-
quence of actions, understood as the history of the

1To stay close to the usual circumscription terminology,
we use \extent of a function" to refer to the domain of a
function.



domain. This was required to formalize the assump-
tion

\no actions occurred except those needed to explain
the facts in the theory"

which is present in the semantics of L.

The main focus of [Baral et al., 1996a] was in show-
ing the equivalence of speci�cations in L and their ax-
iomatization based on Nested Abnormality Theories,
a novel circumscription schema proposed by Lifschitz
[Lifschitz, 1995]. Minimizing the term Sit map(SN )
was part of this axiomatization. We believe function
minimization and the minimization of ground terms
(term minimization) are interesting in their own right
and need to be discussed explicitly and independently.
This will allow other researchers to easily use them in
their applications using circumscription.

With that in mind, in this paper we generalize and
expand on our observations in [Baral et al., 1996a] and
formalize the notion of minimizing functions2where the
minimization is done not with respect to the extent
of the function, but with respect to the value of the
function. The minimization is relative to an ordering
R over the elements of the universe. To distinguish
it from the standard minimization in circumscription,
we refer to this as value minimization.

Our discussion is carried out in the framework of
Nested Abnormality Theories, and we believe it repre-
sents further evidence of the suitability of this circum-
scription schema for knowledge representation.

To start with, we use the translation of speci�cations
in L to circumscriptive theories as a motivational ex-
ample of the necessity of value minimization.

2 Motivating example: narratives

The motivations and the theoretical framework of
our approach to actions are discussed in detail in
[Baral et al., 1996b], which is a continuation of the
proposal in [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1992] for provably
correct theories of actions. Let us just point out
that we have a language L for describing a se-
quence of actions and observations, regarding the evo-
lution of a domain. Unlike the basic situation cal-
culus, L allows observations about actual happen-
ings and values of uents in actual situations (i.e.,
allows narratives). Unlike the basic event calculus
[Kowalski and Sergot, 1986], L allows reasoning about
actual and hypothetical situations, possibly combined,
e.g. to represent \adaptive plans." The entailment of
L theories is nonmonotonic and thus apt for reasoning
with incomplete information. Moreover, new observa-
tions are assimilated by simple insertion of new facts
into the theory.

2Our notion of minimization is also applicable to terms.

Recently, [Baral et al., 1996a] we have de�ned a trans-
lation from narrative description speci�cations in L
into Nested Abnormality Theories [Lifschitz, 1995]3.
In the rest of this section we will focus on this trans-
lation, which we describe informally as made up of:

� a subtheory describing e�ects of actions per-
formed in a domain which is described by means
of boolean uents;

� the axiomatization of common-sense inertia;

� observations, i.e. facts describing uent-values
at the initial situation as well as at intermediate
stages of the evolution of the domain; and

� facts describing which actions have been previ-
ously performed, and their ordering in time.

These axioms are completed with an assumption4

specifying that

models of the theory are those that sat-
isfy all the observations and |other things
being equal| entail that a minimal number
of actions have occurred.

The above assumption, which is truly a model prefer-
ence criterion, has been captured in our NAT formal-
ization in the following way.

Let us introduce some notation. Let sequences of ac-
tions be represented by terms like

An : : : �A2 �A1 � �

read as \A1 then A2 then : : : An" (constant � rep-
resents the empty sequence). Next, we have a set of
constants S0; S1 : : : for denoting states of a�airs the
domain has passed through. The function Sit map
maps each situation constant into a sequence of ac-
tions which, intuitively, describes what has happened
up to the situation itself. Of course the situations are
totally ordered along a time line, although the order-
ing itself can vary from model to model. However,
the special constant symbol SN is always associated
to the late-most situation, so that Sit map(SN ) is in-
terpreted on the longest sequence, i.e. the complete
history of the domain. For instance:

M j= Sit map(S0) = �
M j= Sit map(S1) = A1 � �
: : :
M j= Sit map(SN ) = Ak �Ak�1 � : : : �

3See Appendix A for a brief introduction to Nested Ab-
normality Theories.

4This assumption is not present elsewhere, in ap-
proaches that either entail no extra actions, e.g.
[Shanahan, 1995] and [Kakas and Miller, 1996], or make
no assumptions at all about action occurrences, e.g.
[Lin and Reiter, 1995].



Now it should be clear how minimizing Sit map(SN ),
i.e. mapping it on the shortest possible sequence of ac-
tions, captures the assumption discussed above. Here
is a sketch of how we formalized this notion with NATs.
First of all, assume the following two NATs, which de-
�ne predicates Prefix eq and Subsequence with their
usual meaning (universal quanti�cation is implicit on
all variables):

BSubsequence =
fmin Subsequence :

Subsequence(�; �)
Subsequence(�; �1) � Subsequence(�; a � �1)
Subsequence(�; �1) � Subsequence(a � �; a � �1)

g

Bprefix eq =
fmin Prefix eq :

Sequence(�) � Prefix eq(�;�)
Prefix eq(�;�1) � Prefix eq(�; a � �1)

g

The above two NATs are nested within the outermost
theory TL, de�ned as follows.

TL = f Sit map :

Sit map(S0) = �
Prefix eq(Sit map(s); Sit map(SN ))

(?) Subsequence(�; Sit map(SN )) � Ab(�)

Bprefix eq

Bsubsequence

other axioms
g

The �rst two axioms make sure that S0 is always
mapped on the empty sequence and that all situa-
tions are mapped on sequences which are pre�xes of
the complete history Sit map(SN ). Axiom (?) postu-
lates that each model of TL contains a set of instances
Ab(�), where �s are all the possible subsequences of
Sit map(SN ). By including axiom (?) we exploit the
fact that subsequence is a partial order on sequences,
i.e. if � is a subsequence of � then all subsequences of
the former are also subsequences of the latter.

Now, suppose interpretation I satis�es all the axioms
of TL and maps Sit map(SN ) on � while interpreta-
tion I0 maps it |other things being equal| onto �.
As a result, the extent of Ab under I is a proper subset
of the extent of Ab under I0. Therefore, I0 is not a cir-
cumscriptive model of TL. This kind of considerations
are the subject of next section.

3 Generalizing the Approach

In this section the theory of value minimization by
NATs is introduced and discussed in model-theoretic

terms. First of all, the concept of value minimization is
de�ned precisely. Second, we describe the structure of
NATs that implements value minimization and show
its correctness.

Our discussion is carried out in a theoretical frame-
work where several assumptions are present. We argue
that these assumptions are common to most applica-
tions of knowledge representation and reasoning we
are familiar with, and therefore they do not seem to
be limiting the scope of application.

Domain closure (DCA). Each object of the ma-
terial domain is represented by a ground term, i.e., we
restrict to models whose universe is isomorphic to the
Herbrand domain.

Unique names (UNA). The usual sets of constant
inequalities C1 6= C2; C1 6= C3; : : : are always included
in the theories we examine.

Notice how both DCA and UNA are easily added or
removed from theories. See [Lifschitz, 1995] for a dis-
cussion on which axioms/blocks are needed to imple-
ment DCA.

De�nition 1 (Explicit domain)

A NAT is said to have an explicit domain if it contains
axioms and blocks for DCA and UNA.

Now we can de�ne value minimization as a partial or-
der on models of explicit domain theories. To do so,
let us introduce the following notation. Let

I[[�]]

stand for the set of tuples which belong to the extent
of predicate � in interpretation I. For functions we
use I[[�]] to denote the codomain of � in I. Also, we
use

I[[�]](� )

to denote the object which |according to interpreta-
tion I| function � maps term � into. Since we are
considering Herbrand models only, we can have ex-
pressions like I[[�]](� ) = � where � is a term of the
language of the object theory.

3.1 Value Minimization

De�nition 2 (Value-minimal)

Let T be a theory, � be a function and Z a tuple of
predicate/function constants in the language of T . Let
R be a partial order de�ned between the elements of
the universe. For two structures M and M0 of T , we
say M�(�;R);Z M0 if



1. jM j = jM0j;

2. M[[�]] =M0[[�]]
For each constant � s.t. � 6= �, � =2 Z;

3. 8x:M[[�]](x) R M0[[�]](x).

A model M of T is minimal relative to �(�;R);Z if
there is no model M0 of T such that M0 <(�;R);Z M.

The de�nition above can be tailored to minimization
of ground terms, as we did in Section 2 when we mini-
mized the ground term Sit map(SN ) rather than func-
tion constant Sit map as such. In these cases we speak
of term minimization. In general, when the minimiza-
tion is relative to a function � and terms t1; : : : ; tn the
third condition in De�nition 2 becomes

M[[�]](ti) R M0[[�]](ti) for each ti,

and we write minimality as relative to the ordering
�(�;t1;:::;tn;R);Z between structures.

Example 1 (Exponentiation) Consider the following
two interpretations of function power on the domain
of naturals with � as the usual \less than or equal"
relation on naturals. By abuse of language, we de�ne:

M[[power]](x) = x2; M0[[power]](x) = x3:

Of course, for all x M[[power]](x) � M0[[power]](x)
and M <(power;�) M0

De�nition 2 above concerns minimization relative to a
�xed, external criterion R, which is a partial ordering
between elements of the universe.

An interesting feature of NATs is that R can actually
be implemented within the theory, simply by adding
a block containing its axiomatization. Other circum-
scription methods (such as prioritized circumscription)
would bring about the additional complication of pos-
sible undesired interaction between the part of the the-
ory where R is supposed to be de�ned and the rest of
the theory where R may appear5.

De�nition 3 (Term ordering)

We say that a NAT T has a term ordering R with
respect to a function � if it contains a block de�ning a
partial ordering R on the elements of the codomain of
�, i.e. For all models M of T , and for all x and y,

M[[�]](x)RM[[�]](y) i� (M[[�]](x);M[[�]](y)) 2M[[R]]

2

5Notice that there is no extra complexity involved in
this process, since transitive closures are always de�ned as
a second-order theory, as indeed the block de�ning R is.

Now, let us show that for each value minimization
criterion �(�;R);Z an equivalent NAT formulation is
found. This result is the counterpart of fundamental
Proposition 2.5.1 of [Lifschitz, 1993].

Theorem 1 (Value-minimal equivalence)

Let T be an explicit domain NAT with term ordering
R and let � be a function constant and Z be a tuple
of predicate/function constants in the language of T .
Then, a model M of T is a model of

f�; Z :
8x; y: R(y; �(x)) � Ab(x; y)

T
g

(1)

if and only if M is minimal relative to �(�;R);Z.

Proof:

Consider a theory T as described in the above propo-
sition. Let T�;R be the NAT of the form (1) built from
T .

(()

Assume M to be a model of T minimal relative to
�(�;R);Z . Let us de�ne the structure MAb fromM by
letting:

1. jMAbj = jMj;

2. MAb[[�]] = M[[�]] for every constant � in the
language of T6 which is not included in Z;

3. MAb[[Ab]] = f(x; y) : (y; �(x)) 2 M[[R]]g.

Since MAb is a model of T , MAb is a model of T�;R
i� the extent of Ab is minimal. We now show MAb is
a model of T�;R by contradiction.

Suppose there is a modelM0 of T�;R such that jM0j =
jMAbj,M0[[�]] =MAb[[�]] for every constant � di�er-
ent from Ab and not in Z, and M0[[Ab]] �MAb[[Ab]].
Then, there exist x; y s.t.

(x; y) 62 M0[[Ab]] and (x; y) 2MAb[[Ab]]:

For the same x and y, since

M[[�]](x) R M0[[�]](x)) y R M0[[�]](x)

by transitivity, we conclude that M 6�(�;R);Z M0. On
the other hand, since for all x

M0[[�]](x) R M0[[�]](x)) (x;M0[[�]](x)) 2M0[[Ab]]

6Notice Ab does not belong to the language of T.



we can conclude that (x;M0[[�]](x)) 2 MAb[[Ab]].
Now, since it follows that 8x:M0[[�]](x) R M[[�]](x)
we have established that M0 �(�;R);Z M. This im-
pliesM is not minimal relative to �(�;R);Z which con-
tradicts our assumption, therefore MAb is a model of
T�;R.

())

Assume M to be a model of T�;R. By de�nition of
NATs, M is a model of T . We show M is a model of
T minimal relative to �(�;R);Z by contradiction.

Suppose there is a model M0 of T s.t. M0 <(�;R);Z

M. Let us augment M0 by a predicate Ab de�ned as
follows:

M0[[Ab]] = f(x; y) : (y; �(x)) 2 M0[[R]]g

Then, for all x M0[[�]](x) R M[[�]](x). By transitiv-
ity, for all x; y:

y R M0[[�]](x) ) y R M[[�]](x)

Thus, (x; y) 2 M0[[Ab]] implies (x; y) 2 M[[Ab]] and
therefore

M0[[Ab]]�M[[Ab]]:

On the other hand, there exists an x for which the
condition M[[�]](x) R M0[[�]](x) does not hold. For
such an x, (x;M[[�]](x)) 62 M0[[Ab]]. However, for
all x,M[[�]](x) R M[[�]](x) holds by de�nition of R.
Hence, (x;M[[�]](x)) 2M[[Ab]] and we obtain

M[[Ab]] 6� M0[[Ab]]

Consequently, M is not a model of T�;R, which con-
tradicts our assumption. Therefore M is a model of
T minimal relative to �(�;R);Z. 2

3.2 Term Minimality

Let us now move on to de�ne minimization of ground
terms, i.e. to generalize the approach we discussed
in Section 2. As before, consider an explicit domain
NAT T with term ordering R, and let � be a function
constant, t1; : : : ; tn be ground terms, and Z be a tuple
of predicate/function constants in the language of T .
The following result is easily established.

Proposition 1 (Term-minimal equivalence)

a model M of T is a model7 of

7For n = 1 we just have Ab(y) in the right hand side of
the axiom.

f�; Z :
8y: R(y; �(t1)) � Ab(t1; y)
: : :
8y: R(y; �(tn)) � Ab(tn; y)

T
g

(2)

if and only ifM is minimal relative to �(�;t1;:::;tn;R);Z.

2

Our motivating example in Section 2 is a case of term-
minimization. The following corollary of the above
proposition is useful in proving the equivalence of the
semantics of a domain description in L and its trans-
lation to the NAT TL.

Corollary 1 Let T be the theory consisting of all
the axioms in TL from Section 2 except for axiom
Subsequence(�; Sit map(SN )) � Ab(�). Then M is
a model of TL i� M is a model of T and is minimal
relative to �(Sit map;SN ;Subsequence).

2

4 Relationship With Other
Circumscription Schemata

As pointed out earlier, one of the main advantages of
using NATs is ease of representation, since the prob-
lem of interference between circumscription of di�erent
predicates is not present. Although NATs constitute a
new circumscription framework, it is a predicate which
is circumscribed in each block. Thus, intuitively, one
may conclude that it should be possible to cast value
minimization of a function into a more traditional cir-
cumscription form. Proposition 2 below gives a char-
acterization of value minimization in a form similar to
formula circumscription [McCarthy, 1986]. The di�er-
ence with formula circumscription is that a function,
rather than predicates, varies during the circumscrip-
tion of the formula. In this sense, this formulation con-
stitutes a generalization of formula circumscription.

Following the approach in [McCarthy, 1986], let TR(�; z)
be a second order theory where function variable �8

and predicate/function variables in z appear as free
variables, and which contains a term ordering R. In-
tuitively, � is the function whose valued is to be min-
imized with respect to R and z is the list of predi-
cate/function variables which are allowed to vary dur-
ing circumscription. Now, for a function constant �
and constants Z (R 62 Z) in the language of TR we
can prove the following.

8This de�nition can be extended to allow a tuple of
functions.



Proposition 2 A structure M is a model of

TR(�; Z) ^
8�0; z:[TR(�0; z) ^ [8x; y:R(y; �0(x)) � R(y; �(x))] �

[8x; y:R(y; �0(x)) � R(y; �(x))]]
(3)

if and only if M is a model of TR(�; Z) and it is min-
imal relative to �(�;R);Z . 2

Formula (3) above can be simpli�ed to the following:

TR(�; Z) ^
8�0; z:[TR(�

0; z) ^ [8x:R(�0(x); �(x))] �
[8x:R(�0(x); �(x)) ^R(�(x); �0(x))]]

and clearly this can be further simpli�ed to the formula

TR(�; Z) ^
8�0; z:[TR(�0; z) ^ [8x:R(�0(x); �(x))] �

[8x:R(�(x); �0(x))]]

When minimization is relative to ground terms t1; : : : ; tk,
we just need to replace the inner universally quanti�ed
formulae with the following conjuncts:

TR(�;Z) ^

8�0; z:
h
TR(�

0; z) ^
hV

i=1;::: ;k
R(�0(ti); �(ti))

i
�hV

i=1;::: ;k
R(�(ti); �

0(ti))
ii

Furthermore, given that we only consider theories
where objects in the world are represented by ground
terms, there is an even simpler formula for term min-
imization when the list Z is empty. Let c stand for
a tuple of ground terms c1; : : : ; ck, not containing the
constant �, where k is the number of terms relative
to which we want to minimize �. Let TR(c) stand
for TR

V
i=1;:::;k �(ti) = ci. Then we can write term

minimization as:

T (c) ^
h
8c0

�
T (c0)

V
i=1;::: ;k

R(c0i; ci)
�
�
�V

i=1;::: ;k
R(ci; c

0

i)
�i

Consider again our motivating example from Section(2).
In this case, the list Z is empty, and we minimize func-
tion Sit map only w.r.t. term SN . Let T be the the-
ory consisting of all the axioms in TL except for ax-
iom Subsequence(�; Sit map(SN )) � Ab(�). Let � be
a sequence of actions and let us shorten Subsequence
into Sseq. Let T (�) denote T ^ (Sit map(SN ) = �)).
We can prove the following:

Proposition 3 NAT TL is equivalent to the formula

T (�) ^ 8�:[(T (�) ^ Sseq(�; �)) � Sseq(�; �)]

2

5 Additional Remarks

We now make some observations about our formula-
tion of value minimization of functions (and terms)

using circumscription and possible extensions of it.

1. NATs' feature of allowing the de�nition of R to
be in an independent block which is not a�ected
by other axioms in the theory is very important
for our purpose.

2. The blocks implementing value-minimization of a
function are just another kind of block, and there-
fore can be part of another NAT. It was only for
the sake of de�nition that we described them as
outermost w.r.t. theories.

3. The concepts of minimizing the value of functions
and terms presented so far can be extended to
predicates, particularly when they intuitively en-
code functions. Consider again the database ex-
ample where we have a predicate Employee with
attributes emp id, emp name, and emp salary.
We want to minimize the salary of each employee.
This can be done by the following NAT9:

fEmployee :
Employee(x; n; z) ^ y � z ^
Salary(y) ^ Salary(z) � Ab(x; y)

T
g

where T consists of the de�nitions for � and
Salary and the rest of the theory about the em-
ployee database.

This case arises in databases, where it is referred
to as a functional dependency from a subset of
the attributes of the predicate to another subset
of the attributes.

4. The ordering �(�;R);Z between structures in Def-
inition 2 can be extended to value minimization
of a set of functions and to incorporate possible
priorities between them by following the standard
approach.

5. Finally, let us point out how Lifschitz's NAT no-
tation is readily adapted to our de�nitions. We
will write

fC1; : : : ; Cm; minR � : A1; : : : ; An; ARg (4)

|where AR de�nes10R| to denote blocks of the
form

fC1; : : : ; Cm; � : R(y; �(x)) � Ab(x; y); A1; : : : ;An;ARg

Intuitively, block (4) refers to a theory consisting
of blocks A1; : : : ; An and the block AR de�ning

9Both the schema below and the ordering between
structures in De�nition 2 can be easily generalized to ar-
bitrary predicates.

10We are assuming that AR is de�ned using an NAT
block such that statements about R outside of AR do not
a�ect the de�nition of R.



R, and where value minimization of function �
is performed while predicate/function constants
C1; : : : ; Cm are varying.
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A Overview of Nested
Circumscription

This abstract has been included for referee conve-
nience.

Nested Abnormality Theories (NATs) are a novel cir-
cumscription [McCarthy, 1986, Lifschitz, 1993] tech-
nique introduced in [Lifschitz, 1995]. NATs allow the
use of several abnormality predicates to specify a body
of common-sense knowledge without their circumscrip-
tion conicting. Lifschitz introduces the notion of
block: a set of axioms A1; : : : ; An|possibly contain-
ing the abnormality predicate Ab| \describes" a set
of predicates/constants C1; : : : ; Cm, which are allowed
to vary during circumscription of Ab. The notation for
such a theory is

C1; : : : ; Cm : A1; : : : ; An: (5)

where each Ai may itself be a block of form (5). A
block may be viewed as a set of axioms describing a
collection of predicates/constants, possibly depending
on other descriptions in embedded blocks. Block (5)
can be expressed in terms of the circumscription oper-
ator as follows:

CIRC[A1 ^ : : : ^An;Ab;C1; : : : ; Cm]: (6)

In addition to NATs, Lifschitz [Lifschitz, 1995] intro-
duces the idea of replacing the predicate \Ab" by
an existentially quanti�ed variable. Noticing that Ab
plays an auxiliary role and that the interesting conse-
quences of the theory are those which do not contain
Ab, Ab is replaced by an existentially quanti�ed vari-
able. To put it di�erently, if F (Ab) denotes (6), and
\ab" is a predicate variable of the same arity as Ab,
we are interested in the consequences of the sentence
9abF (ab). The e�ect of this modi�cation is that ab-
normality predicates become local to the block where
each of them is used.

A.1 Syntax and semantics of NATs

The following de�nitions are from [Lifschitz, 1995].
Let L be a second order language which does not in-
clude Ab. For every natural number k, let Lk be the
language obtained by adding the k-ary predicate con-
stant Ab to L. fC1; :::; Cm : A1; :::; Ang is a block if
each C1; : : : ; Cm is a predicate or a function constant
of L, and each A1; : : : ; An is a formula of Lk or a block.

A Nested Abnormality Theory is a set of blocks. The
semantics of NATs is characterized by a mapping '
from blocks into sentences of L. If A is a formula of
language Lk, 'A stands for the universal closure of A,
otherwise

'fC1; :::; Cm : A1; :::; Ang = 9abF (ab)

where

F (Ab) = CIRC['A1 ^ :::^ 'An;Ab;C1; :::; Cm]

For any NAT T , 'T stands for f'AjA 2 Tg. A model
of T is a model of 'T in the sense of classical logic. A
consequence of T is a sentence � of language L that is
true in all models of T . In this paper, as suggested in
[Lifschitz, 1993], we will use the abbreviation

fC1; : : : ; Cm; min P : A1; : : : ; Ang

to denote blocks of the form

fC1; : : : ; Cm; P : P (x) � Ab(x); A1; : : : ; Ang

As the notation suggests, this type of block is used
when it is necessary to circumscribe a particular pred-
icate P in a block. In [Lifschitz, 1993] it is shown that

'fC1; : : : ; Cm; min P : A1; : : : ; Ang

is equivalent to the formula

CIRC[A1 ^ : : :^An;P ;C1; : : : ; Cm]

when each of Ai is a sentence.

For the sake of our investigation, we are specially in-
terested in NATs for which an equivalent �rst-order
formalization can be given. The idea is to simplify a
theory of nested blocks by substituting the innermost
blocks with their equivalent �rst-order theories, and
repeat the process inside out. The �nal theory |if it
exists| can be used for deduction or comparison pur-
poses. Even when a �rst-order equivalent exists, the
NAT is more suggestive and compact.


